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WHY USE NEWSPAPERS?

As an Extenaion agent dedicated to promoting change, you should be

interested in doing the best job you can with the time, funds, expertise and facilities

available to you.

In relation to cost, including time spent in preparation, newspaper stories
are the most effective of methods you can use to encourage the adoption of Extension-

approved practices.

Why? Well, much of the actual expense of using newspaper stories in
Extension teaching is borne by the newspaper. Another reason for the effectiveness

of news stories Lies in the large number of people in your reading audience.

As an Extension teacher, you will find it very difficult to contact, personally or
through meetings, all the people you need to see. Newspaper articles help make

your job easier. They contact people for you.

The newspaper story expands the audience for your thinking and the thinking

of others, thus aiding the educational process. It is a chief means ofgetting in-

formation about Extension activities and better practices to the many rural and urban

people you don't contact individually; who do not attend meetings or participate in

other Extension activities.

If you don't make fuü1 use of the newspapers available to you, you are
curtailing the influence of your teaching effort.

1
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The Adoption Process
Authorities generally recognize five stages in the process a person goes

through to adopt a new idea or practice. These stages are awareness, interest,

evaluation, trial, and adoption.

Use of mass media is the best way for you to make large numbers of in-

dividuals AWARE of a new idea or practice. Its use is also the beet way to INTEREST

people in an innovation.

During the third and fourth stages EVA LIIATBDN a.re TRIAL MaSs media

drops to last in effectiveness. But it moves back to third place in effectiveness in the

final stage (reinforcement of) ADOPTION.

Community leaders are likely to be the best read. They pass on information

they get from you through newspapers to people who depend on them for legitimi7ing
new ideas and practices. So, even though you may not directly reach some of your
audience through newspaper articles, you will reach them through your community

leaders by way of newspapers.

Your Opportunity
People buy the rawspaper to keep informed on what is happening and what and

where merchandise and services are available at what prices. You can help and be

helped.

Agricultural and home economics news isn't dead. Big things are happening.
You can and should inform the people in your county about these happenings through

your newspaper.

Some New Mexico Extension agents have more opportunity than others to reach
people through newspapers. If you have a newspaper in your county and aren't using
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it, you aren't coutacting as many people as you could.

Make time for use of mass media in your plan of work, and you will make

your entire effort more successful.

3



NEWSPAPER PUBLIC RELATIONS

Newsmen Are People, Too
Newspaper reporters and editors are people, too. They work at their jobs as

you do yours. Most of them want to do their jobs well. You will become a friend if

you help them do their jobs better. Make their jobs harder, and they will have little

tline for you.

Be consistent. Prepare accurate, impartial news stories ail the time, and

you will find a warm welcome in any newspaper office.

Talk Agriculture and Rome Economics
Get to Imow your editor or one of the newspaper reporters personally. Talk

to him about agriculture or home economics. Don't bother him during busy periods,

but find out when he has some slack time and talk.

Some press problems, imagined or real, may be because news people don't

understand. Time spent with them will let them feel more at home with agricultural

and home economics stories.

They will also be in a better position to fairly weigh stories unfavorable to

agriculture.

-

Don't expect news articles to result from your informational talks with
newsmen. You may get a story or two, bat consider them a bonus.

4
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Your real aim is to educate your newspaper contact to the importance and
problems of agriculture and home economics. Most newsmen are now one generation

or more away from the farm. They may not know simple things that you take for

granted.

Give them a chance to learn some basics. Progress may be slow until your
contact learns the common-ground knowledge it takes to understand a new area. You

will need some patience.

On the other hand, you may enjoy learning a few things about the newspaper
business. Newsmen like to talk about what they know best. What they tell you will
help you make better use of the service they offer you as an educator and as one of

their newspaper's many readers.

The knowledge you pass on to your newspaper contact can be the best offense

toward a better public image.

Involve NI:ews en in Your Program
Involve newspaper personnel in your programs if not the editor, then a

staff member. Ask him to talk to Extension Clubs, 4-H Clubs, agricultural organi-
zations. He can talk on news writing, photography, or the importance of newspapers.
He will usually be happy to help if you give him time to prepare. Your effort in
involving him will bring the newspaper and Extension closer together.

Press Etiquette
Members of the press should always be invited guests at any of your functions.

Never ask a newsman to buy a ticket or pay admission. You don't-buy- tickets for
'admi ssion to your office. The places where things happen in your county are the
ofaces of the newsman. He doesn't expect, and shouldn't be asked, to pay admission.

5



Offer him a complimentary ticket before the subject of buying one comes

up. If your event calls for photos, arrange for a reserved space near the head table

for the photographer.

If there is money available for advertising events which you are involved

with, don't expect free space for news stories about the event unless the paper also

gets some of the advertising.

Don't heckle a newsman about why a particular story wasn't used. Just as

some of your plans charge, plans of newsmen to use certain stories sometimes

change as the day develops.

it is all right to ask the newsman if there is something wrong with the story

that you can correct, or perhys correct the next lime. But just ask once about a

particular story.
1

Don't complain about type-setting errors in a story unless the errors are
extremely serious. If you feel you must discuss the error, go to the person who
handled the story for you, not to-his boss. Explain your concern. You may get a
correcUon or another story.

But remember, newspapers don't like bo admit mistakes in public any more
than you do. When they run a correction, they admit an error in the most public of
ways in print. Don't insist on a correction. You may insist and get it, but you
may never again get another story published.

The space in the pages of the newspaper is the same to a newsman as a can

of corn is to the grocer. It represents money a means of livelihood.

The editor has little control over the amount of space he has 373:L1able on a

particular day. Space for news is determin- ed by the amount of advertising sold for
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the issue by the newspaper's advertising department.

"Publicity" is a bad word in newspaper offices. The paper isn't in business
to provide a "publicity" outlet for anyone or any organization. It is in business to
make money by selling advertising and newspapers. As more papers are sold, more
advertising can be sold, and more money will be made.

Encourage your clubs to have active reporters who provide newspapers with
what they want in the form they want it.

Don't expect newspapers to publish trivial news stories. Learn by watching
your paper what your editor considers news.

If your news stories are of interest mainly to housewives and club members,
expect the stories to appear on the society page the same as sports stories are
confined to sports pages.

Know the deqdlinA for the newspaper and also deadlines for agricultural and

society pages and columns.

Don't impose by calling or going into the newspaper office Eve minutes before
the deadline with a story that should have been there much earlier.

Don't play favorites with newsmen or media.

If a newsman, through his questioning and initiative, gets information from
you which you had not planned to release, do not volunteer that information to other
news media until they also ask you for it.

On a major agricultural story, make sure all your media get an equal break.
Radio stations usually feel they have been treated fairly if you giA news to them for



use at noon on the day an afternoon newspaper is to carry the story.

That doesn't mean that you should deliver the story to both the radio station

and the newspaper at 11:30 a.m. the day it is to be published. The newspaper must

have the story before then to publish it that day.

Ideally, the typed story should be delivered to the newspaper at least by the

afternoon before it is to be printed, earlier for weekly papers, and to the radio

stadon after opening of business hours on the day of publication. Your understanding

with your editor on bis requirements should be your guide.

Submit the same copy to both newspapers and radio stations. Radio stations

may re-write and shorten the story, but they won't object to getting the longer one.

You will make a hit with radio station personnel if you call their attention to

hard-to-pronounce words and Itailles when you deliver the story.

Say thanks. If a reporter does a particularly good job on a story, write him

a note and also address a copy to his boss. A pat on the back has never really hurt

anyone.
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO WRITE

The Editor's Shoes
Put yourself In the place of a newspaper editor. You, as an editor, have a

specific amount of space for news articles. Your job is to fill the space with in-

formation which is as Informative, entertaining, and pleasing to your readers as you

can make it.

The newspaper editor looks at articles and photographs with the thought of

satisfying his readers. He may have to deal with limitatbms in his staff and his

printizg operation, but within those lin2itations, he is working to satisfy the Inquisitive

nature of Ids readers.

You can help your newspaper editor by supplying him with stories which in-

terest his readers. You can help yourself by preparing in advance to write.

Take Notes
Make sure you know what you are going to write about. Have the essentials

written down in note form. Don't rely on your memory. There will come a time,

regardless of how good a memory you have, when it will fail you. When your memory

fails, you may present incorrect statements or facts in your story. If this happens

with any frequency, you will get the reputation of presenting false stories to your

ed-nor.

For the most part, you won't be the one who suffers from your inaccurate

information. The media takes most of the blame. It gives the critical reader

9
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the chance to say "What a lousy newspaper. They've made another error."

If you are going to report the results of a meeting to the newspaper, take notes

during the meeting. You may feel a little strange for the first couple of times because

you have the feeling people are curious about what you are doing. TeLl them. They

will be flattered that you feel they have said something worth noting.

Names Are Important
Prepare a list of correctly-spelled manes and addresses that you are likely

to use frequently. It will save you time from seeking out the spellings when you begin

to write.

The telephone directory is usually correct. aty directories are another

source for spelling. Never guess at the spelling of a person's mune.

A Date Book
A date book of coming events is a good idea. Perilaps you can include this on

your activity calendar. Be sure you get news releases announcing the events pre-

pared well in advance.

A story written two weeks in advance of a routine event is about right. For

bigger events such as fairs, start much earlier and plan several stories.

Don't be surprised if your story cbeset appear in print for a few days after

you submit it. A story prepared well in advance of an event gives the editor some

breathing room on when he mnst use it.

Suggest to your newspaper contact that he or she may want to personally cover

major events. Call attention to what you consider major events. They will ap-

preciate it.

10
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If your contact is unabla to attend, make arrangements to provide him with

essential information.

A news story in advance of an event always calls for a follow-up story.

The Ingredients
To comnumicate well, good writing must be both accurate and clear. You

are in the best position to Imow whether your writing is accurate. The reader can
best judge its clarity.

Add another ingredient interesting to read or you won't get a chance to
communicate. Your prospective readers will shut you out and go on to something

else unl3s your writing is interesting.

Few of you will be successful at writing for newspapers unless you believe in
what you axe doing. If you consider writing as a drudgery, you will never do it well.

You wrist also have a purpose in each article you write. If the article you
have in mind has no purpose, don't write it. You will be wasting your time, and the
chances are it won't be printed anyway.

You should know the audience to whom particular articles are directed. Study
the different groups of people you need to contact. Know what their interests are.
Appeal to those interests when you write. If you do, your chances of being a good

writer are much improved.

There is one more ingredient the use of words in being a good writer.

Combine the right words with proper punctuation marks and you will have attained

writing skill.

11
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Appearance Is Important
Type your articles on white or yellow paper; size 8-1/2 x 11 inches; one side

only.

Use carbon copies only as a last resort. A carbon copy may give the re-
cipient the feeling that you think he is second rate.

Duplicate the story on your duplicating machine, or type originals for each
media. Mechanically-duplicated copies seem to receive more approval than carbon
copies.

Csrbon copies are also hard to read at times. Newspapers don't like to guess
at what a word or number is.

There will be exceptions to the no-carbon copy rule. Sometimes, when you
are away from your office, you will have no choice. Fairs are a good example.
Carbon copies are sometimes the fastest means of getting copies of judging results
to several media. They will understand this.

Make the beet carbon copies you can produce. Don't make the editor guess
at what you have typed. If you must deliver a carbon copy, explain why.

A Headline ?

What about a headline ? Should you write one ?

Let your conscience be youis guide. Soms editors like to know at a glance
what the story is about. Other editors may be offended if they think you are trying
to write a headline for their newspaper. Headline writing is one of the reasons
editors get paychecks.

12



If you do write a headline for your story, don't expect it to appew in the
newspaper. Headlines are fitted over your story by a unit count system. They vary
in length and size, depending on the number of column widths devoted to your story,
and the size and family of type used in the headline.

There is only the faintest of chances that your headline will fit the conditions
needed so that it can go over the story in the newspapew.

How Your Copy Should look

Your newspaper-ready copy should resemble the sample which appears on
the following two pages:

13
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San Juan County Extension Office
Orion Utton, NMSII County Agent
Courthouse
Aztec, N.M.
Telephone: 422-2222
July 4, 1971

Clean Copy Wins
Editors' Approval

News or information prepared for newspaper publicatIon is called

copy. When you or your secretary prepare copy for the newspaper, It

should look like this.

Always double space. Leave a margin of one and one-half inches

wide, both sides, and begin the body of your story one-third of the way

down the page from the top of page one. Do not include a release date if

at all possible.

You can suggest a headline to tell the editor what the story is about,

but he will probably write Ms own.

Place no more than one story on each page.

Seep paragraphs short and don't continue a paragraph or a sentence

from one page to another. Never hyphenate words at the end of a typed

line.

(MORE)
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Page 2 COPY

Give each news media clear copy.

Use either white or yellow-colored paper. Don't ever use flimsy

Paper.

Many of your news stories will fit on one page. Never single space

sentences at the bottom of page one to prevent preparation of page two.

If you need more space, indicate that there is another page by typing

(MORE) at the bottom of the completed page. Number additional pages in

the upper left corner and indicate the subject of the article by descriptive

wording such as: Page 2 COPY.

_ 30
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Keep a Scrapbook
Keep a scrapbook of your newspaper clippings. You will find the stories

to be a good reference source. The scrapbook will also be a source of pride to you,
and it can also support your statements to supervisors and others about program
efforts.

Time to Write
Set aside a time during the week to write both your column and news stories.

With time allotted, you are less likely to overlook a good story. You are also less
likely to put off writing the story until it is too late.

Ask for Help
lf, after you have made a serious effort, you simply canTt put your news story

together, outline the facts and present them to your newspaper contact. Tell him
your problem and ask him to write the story for you. Study what he does with your

facts. You will be better prepared when the next story opportunity comes around.

19



WHA T IS NEWS?

It's a Happening
News is a happening what has happened, what is happening, what is going

to happen.

Straight news is perishable. It must appear in the newspaper before an event
takes place or immediately afterward to have news value.

Write about what people are doing; what they intend to do; what they are
saying; why they are doing and saying what they are.

Here are some possibilities:

Talks; before and after meeting stories; special events; tours; timely advice;
experiences; research results, NMSU Agricultural Services Department test plots,
their location and progress; individual honors and successes; unusual happenings;
new information on specific crops of importance or potential importance to your
county; contests and winners; predictions; NMSU Agricultural Information Department
news releases adapted to your area; newsletter items; fairs.

The list can go on and on. Reports to the state office are a good source of
news stories. What are you reporting to your supervisors that the people you serve
need or would like to know, and don't?

20
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Extension news can be informing people, urban and rural, about what Exten-
sion is. Adult urban audiences generally are not fwfrollwr with the New Mexico

State University Cooperative Extemion Service.

21



THE RIGHT WORDS

Worth Remembering
The concise, well written, short news article which deals in facts is many

steps ahead of a longer, poorly-written story from a writer who is careless with his

information.

Your reader is more lilcely to complete a short article, and the good editor

knows it. Therefore, the 121celihood of having important material edited from a short
article is much less than from a longer one. A brief story will more Iticely present

information in an understandable maimer because you have taken the time to sort the

important from the unimportant.

One of the basics of a good news article is SMPLICir The intricate findings
of research may be fine for a publication which will be read by other researchers or
by people who are intimately interested in the subject. But in news articles written
for a general audience, raw research material must be presented very simply so
that most people can understand.

Information which you consider of utmost importance because it is a part of
your life's work may be of little interest to the general public unless it is presented

simply and in an interesting fashion.

People like to read about people. The best way to add humnn interest to your
writing is to use the "you" approach. But you can overdo it.

22



People are interested first in themselves and the effects the subject of your

news story has on them. Secondly, they are interested in the effects on their friends
and neighbors. If your story doesn't appeal to the self interest of several readers of
the newspaper, it probably won't be printed.

Source of Information
Most news stories you write will need to list a source of the information.

This builds reader confidence in what you write.

Without a source, a stated authority (and this can be you in many instances),
the reader is left to guess at who provided the information. He may assume that the
newspaper is the authority.

The newspaper doesn't like to assume responsibility for what you say, even
though it does, legally, if it prints the story. The paper lilces to have an authority
written into the story to at least share responsibility for what you say.

Place the name, address, and title of the person making the statements in
the first, second, or third paragraphs of the story in most cases.

Don't repeat the address and title when you refer to the person a second

time.

Repeat the last name of the authority at scattered points throughout your
story. This leaves no doubt in the reader's mind about who is making the statements.

EXAMPLE:
"The 1971 cotton crop promises to be an improvement over the 1970 crop, "

says J. W. Gfistrap, Lea County Extension agent.
Gilstrap warned, however, that the situation could change before the crop

is harvested.

23
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The exception to using the name of the authority in the news article,
obviously, is the personal column. Since your name appears at the top of a personal

column, you should not repeat it in the column itself.

When you are writing a straight news story, any statement which is an

expression of opinion must include the name of the person making the statement.

Any opinions you include in a straight news article or feature story must be

expressions of someone logically connected with the story.

Expressions of opinion are generally found on the paper's editorial page and

in personal colmnns.

Be Ob'ective
Be objective in a straight news story. Stick to facts. You abandon your

objectivity and become an editorial writer when you write that refreshments were

either delicious or tasteless. You set yourself up as a judge when you descrnae a

speaker as a handsome, cute, or stupid man.

Don't editorialize in a news story.

Say It Once
Don't repeat. Your reader can re-read a sentence if he is in doubt. Rep-

etition takes up valuable newspaper space.

Hedge as little as possible. There will be times when you must, but make

as many definite statements as possE3le.

Be Positive
Make positive statements. Don't write in a negative manner. Be positive,

active, brief, simple and personal.
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Make It Active
Write in the active voice if you want to hold your reader. "John Doe, Animas,

won the prize for growing the largest squash, " has more appeal than "The prize for

the largest squash was won by John Doe, Animas."

Short Words
Short words are better than long ones. The reader doesn't have to work to

understand short words. If you must use a long, Tinfwmninr word, explain it. Say

that laryngotracheitis is a chickees sore throat.

Liven It Up
Liven up your writing by using personal words second and third person

pronouns such as you and he; masculine and feminine gender such as he, she, daughter,
actor, sister (words indicating the sex of the person referred to). Use names: as
John, Chaves, Mrs. Smith.

Newspapers generally don't use first-person pronouns such as or "we. "

Simple Words
The right words are those which most of your andience will understand as you

do. Those words are put together in sentences which are simple and not a chore to
read. Two or three sentences about an idea combine to form short paragraphs.
You can have a one-sentence paragraph.

New or little-used words need to be defined when you use them. The mean-
ing of words that you understand well may be unclear to a majority of your readers.

Don't use jargon which is completely fa-Thilinv to you as a county agent, but

unknown to your average reader.



Make sure the words you use don't convey a double meaning one meaning

which you intend and another which may be damaging.

Short, Simple Sentences
Keep your sentences as simple as possible.

Sentences should be written for the eighth or ninth grade level. People are
comfortable reading at a level about three grades below the grade they completed in

school.

Express only one thought per sentence when at all possible. There will be
times when this can't be done, but those times will be few. Make a pracUce of
keeping your sentences between 15 and 25 words long. Shorten some to two, three,
five or 10 words. Others may be lengthened sliertly, but don't overdo it.

Make sure each of your sentences contains a complete thought.

Short Paragraphs
News editors perfer short paragraphs. A paragraph in a newspaper often

consists of only one sentence.
Short paragraphs give the reader places to rest. "Lots of white space" is a

common expression in today's newsroom. Some of the white space results from
numerous, short paragraphs.

Paragraphs, even more so than punctuation marks, give your reader rest
periods. They are important in making reading pleasant, not a chore. Long para-
graphs in newspaper stories appear to go on forever. Remember that most newspaper
columns are only two inches or less in width. Long paragraphs give your reader
little rest.
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Use paragraphs each time you introduce a new thought. Use paragraphs when
you enumerate, regardless of whether you use enumerating symbols.

Transitions
Transitional words and phrases tie your story together. They prepare your

reader for what is going to happen in your article. Or, they help him filtial one point
in your story and go on to another. They can also indicate that the story is continuing
on the same subject.

Transitional words and phrases help your story flow smoothly. They are the
Polish of a good writer.

Your readers can be warned of a change in story direction like this:
"On the other hand"
"On the opposite side..."
"On the subject of... "
"HOWeVorg "
"Even though beef prices are up..."

Examples of transitions which let your readers know you are continuing with
the same thought are:

"On this same subject, Wright emphasized..."
"Along this same line, producers will find..."
"In "
"Also, "

Lists of Names
When you use names, use the first name, initial and last name when possil:ae:

Philip J. Leyendecker; or, P. J. Leyendecker, if he prefers it that way. Always add
the complete address after the name when the =Des first appear in the story: 283 West

Main st., Artesia; or Windswept Farm, Barnwell Road.

27
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Your newspaper may cut part of the complete address, but let them do it,
not you. When a complete address is not available, use as much of the address as

you have.

When you use a list of names and addresses, don't place each name and address

on a separate line. Do not list them one under the other. Bather, "run them in,"
one after the other. Group all names and addresses from one city or locality together.

EXAMPLE:
4-H leaders are Mrs. George Washington Jr., 123 Main St.; Mrs. Duncan B.

Bull, 101 Park Dr.; Mrs. Paul Sheraton, Prosperity Farm; and Mrs. Paul Jones,

Mrs. Jack Smith and Mrs. Joe Jordan, all of Mida.

Tb avoid any uncertainty about the time of a past event, say it was held

Monday (Jtme 12).

No All-Cap Words
Do not use all capital letters to form words you want to emphasize in your

sentences.

Such as: AVOID THE USE OF capital letters. Newspaper style generally
prohibits it. Don't underline words for emphasis. Newspapers won't use them.

Think, Then Write
When you find yourself having trouble putting your story into words, stop

trying to write and start thinidng. Once you really know what you want to say, you
won't have as much trouble finding the words to say it.

Getting Started
It may help to write a title far your article before you begin. That may not

be as simple as it sounds. Before you can write a title describing your article, you

28
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must decide in your Dithd what you are going to write about.

Once you have decided on your subject, it can help if you begin writirg dawn
what you know, in any form. Write your thoughts in short sentences and short para-
graphs. This will make it easier for you to logically organize your story later.

The best gtddes in sortbg information for news stories are the fwmflior itve

WI's and the H the Wbo, What, When, Where, WhY and How questions.

If you just can't seem to get started, take out a pencil and paper and start
answering questions:

WHAT AM / GOING TO WRITE ABOUT? Your answer to this questions should
narrow your thinking on other questions which you may need to answer also. Often
times, your answer here will involve WHO.

Are you going to write about:
What was said at a meeting?; what action was taken at a meetb3g?; what George

Allen did to increase his farm profits ?; what New Mexico Stee University's position
is on changitg cotton varieties ?; what the Valley Extension Club plans for Recreation
Day ?; what insecticide is recommended for use on alfalfa ?; what grain sorghum variety
produces the largest yield for your farmers ?

WHO AM I WRITING ABOUT? The answer here can be an individual, a farm
organization, a USDA branch, a women's group, a recognized authority, including
yourself, Now Mexico State University Cooperative Ee-ension Service specialists or
administrators.

WHEN DOES OR MD THE HAPPENING TAKE PLA CE ? This question is
the basis for the time element in your story. In straight news stories, time is
important.



You. will obviously write down the specific time and date for meetings.

You must decide about the importance of different times in your story. A
deadline for buying tickets for an event may rank higher in importance than the date
for the event. The year a farmer began a management practice or switched varieties
is important. People want to know, as precisely as possible, when what you are
writing about will or did happen.

WHERE WILL IT OR DID IT HAPPEN? The name and specific location of
a meedng place is important. The location of a farm adds to interest in a story.
Don't assume that everyone knows where the "Old Mahone Farm" is.

Where a variety test took place is important. Where 4-HTers will spend their
weekend is also important.

Sometimes papers eliminate some of the location specifics to save space, or
if they feel the location 1.8 familiar to a majorily of their readers. Let the newspaper
decide. Put the exact location in your story ruitil experience dictates otherwise.
The editor will remove it if he desires.

WHY HAVE A MEETING ? WHY DID IT HAPPEN? WHY WAS THE AWARD

MADE? WEIY CHANGE VARIETIES? Examples of why questions can fill many

Pages.

Answers to this question and another on HOW will mark you as above average

in the eyes of newspaper people. Too often, answers to these questions go untold in
news stories.

Answers to the WHY question may be obvious to you, but a great mary people
probably donTt know.
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Don't assume that your readers are awaxe of the why of the happening. Include

it. It is sometimes the best material in your story.

HOW DID IT HAPPEN? HOW WAS THE PLANTER ALTERED? Sometimes

the answers to this question aren't available and may not apply. You'll have to be

the judge. Ask yourself the question. If you can answer it, include your answer in the

story. Ye - story is improved if you can answer the HOW question.

Arranging che Story
Once you have written &ma all, you know about the subject of your article,

review it and decide what you think is the most important. As a matter of fact,

you may want to read through all the paragraphs you have written, assioning numbers

to them in the order of their importance.

The most important pare of your newspaper article is the first paragraph.

Decide what is the most important or most unusual thing you 'have to say. It goes

in your first paragraph.

The first paragraph is your best tool for selling your story. You do have to

sell it -- first to the editor and second to the reader.

Your second-most important item likely will be your second paragraph. The
same thing may be true of your third and perhaps fourth-most important paragraphs.

By this time you will probably begin to realize that the information you have

left relates in some fashion to your early paragraphs. Look at your remPining
paragraphs. Select one or more that relate to your first and second paragraphs.
"Use them now in your story.

You will note that as you construct your story, the facts in it become less

important. This form of writing construction is called the INVERTED PYRAMID form
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of news article writing. It is used in writing almost all news stories in your news-
paper except the feature story and personal colunm. There is a good reason.

If your story is too long for the newspaper to use, the editor can cut sen-
tences and paragraphs from the bottom of the story without el iminnting the important
information you want your readers to know. A well-written story is basically =-
harmed by editing from the end.

Story Length
Two pages of double-spaced typewritten copy, begnning one-third down

on the page from the top and with one and one-half inch margins on both sides, will
fill about 10 inches of newspaper column. That is usually enough for one story.
Important stories can be longer. Les important stories should be shorts, .

Spot and Advice Articles

There are two types of straight news articles the SPOT NEWS article and

the ADVICE article.

Spot News

The spot news article is used to tell an immediate story. It is not concerned
with something your readers already know. It contains news information and should
be provided to newspapers as soon as you can get it prepared.

The pirpose of a spot news article is to inform interested people of a
happening.

The INVERTED PYRAMID style is used in the following paragraphs to build a

story. Remember, this simply means that you include the most important parts of
your story in the first part of your article, following with information of less im-
portance.
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EXAMPLE:
Consider the discovery of a herbicide at New Mexico State University which

provides a means of complete control of johnsongrass.

"Researchsrs at New Mexico State University have discovered herbicides that
provide complete control over johnsongrass. The discovery was revealed today with
publication of an NMSU bulletin entitled *Johnsongrass Control On Ditchbanks."

This might well be the first paragraph of your spot news article on the
johnsongrass control story. It contains many of the elements necessary for a good

story.

Your second paragraph might read:
"Professor J. Wayne Whitworth, author of the publication, says results of

the NMSU research can mean an end to johnsongrass as a competitor to more desir-

able growths. "

And your third paragraph:
"Announcement of the discovery ends five years of extensive effort by NMSU

researchers on johnsongrass control."

In these first three paragraphs, you have answered the requirement of the
five Wts and the H the Who, When, Where, Why, What and How. From this point,

you can expand your story to list the herbicides used, the results experienced in
tests, method of application and other inf3rmation revealed in the research.

The Advice Story
The mechanics of writing an advice story differ little from preparation of a

spot news story.
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The advice story can be used at any time when a particular problem exists.
Or a series of advice stories can be written to correct a problem.

At an; time, when a better method for life activities exists, advice stories may
be written to convey the message of the better way.

It is sometimes difficult to develop a lead paragraph for an advice story which
will encourage the reader to do more than move on to another story. However,
it is absolutely necessary to write the first paragraph well enough to encourage your

reader to read farther.

The advice story provides either a partial or full answer to a particular
problem. It always tells from whom the advice comes. It is a what to do, and how
to do it story. Or, it at least will suggest where your reader can obtain detailed
information on how to solve the problem.

The Mee Story
The best way to encourage a person to attend a meeting is to appeal to his self

interest. The person usually must feel that something in the meeting will help him,

or at least will interest him.

Look over the information you have about a meeting and determine in your

mind what will be of the most interest to the most people you are trying to reach.

You munt decide what is the most appealing thing about the meeting you are

going to write about. Make as impartial a judgment as you can.

Prepare and place meeting stories in the hands of your editor far enough in
advance of the date so he will have ample time to print the story before the meeting.
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You should also prepare your story far enough in advance so that farmers and others

in your audience will have time to arrange their business and attend.

Your deaclline for placing meefing stories in the hands of newspapers will vary,

depending on whether you work with a daily or a weekly paper. Even the typesetting

capacity of the paper must be considered. Ask your editor how far in advance he would

like to have a meeting story.

Follow up your meeting early the next day with a story about what happened.

How many people attended, and action taken, is important in a follow-up story.

Include basic information about where the meeting was held, who presided,

and what the meeting was about. This is of particular benefit to people who did not
read the first story, but may well be interested.

It is important that you report happenings at a meeng as quickly as you can.

Editors don't lilce old meeting stories.

The following information is basic fact about a meeting which might have

occurred. Take a pencil and paper and write a meeting story from the information.
After you have completed your story, compa:re it to the story which follows the .

listing of the basic information.

A meeting has been called for 7 p.m. January 21, 1972, in the Las Cruces
'Ugh School Science Building to discuss a new cotton variety.

Don Chappell, Dona Ana County Extension agent, is calling the meeting and

will preside.
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The meeting is being held to inform farmers of a new cotton variety Acala

1517-BR2. The county agent hopes that all farmers who plant cotton, and those who

may plant it in the future, will attend. He also hcpes that others with an interest in

agriculture vrill attend.:

The new cotton variety, Acala I517-BR2, has a staple length of one and one-

eighth to one and five-eighths inches. It is moderately t(blerant to verticillium wilt,

cotton boll weevils, and races one and two of bacterial blight. Yield averages two and
one-half bales to the acre. The cotton can be picked by machine. Fiber strength

is high.

The variety brings a premium price and can niean as much as $100 more per

acre in profits over the present variety being planted.

Planting instructions will be given duth3g the meeting.

The 10-acre experimental field of the variety was planted in Dona Ana County

in 1971. Results were highly pleasing. The experimental plot was on a farm of Joe
Alvarez, one of the county's respected and most prosperous farmers.

The variety was developed by Glen S. Staten, cotton breeder at New Mexico

State University.

Some seed is available for planting in Dona Ana County. Information on how to

obtain the seed will be available at the meeting.
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Dona Ana County Extension Office
Don Chappell, NMS17 County Agent
Courthouse
Las Cruces, New Mexico
Telephone: 523-5618
Jan. 10, 1972

Profit-Making Cotton Variety
To Be Discussed During Meet

A new cotton variety which has the potential to increase cotton farm

income as much as $100 an acre will be discussed during a forthcoming

meeting in Las Cruces.

The new variety has been successfully grown on a 10-aere Dona Ana

County experimental plot by Joe Alvarez.

A limited amount of seed of the new variety, Acala 1517-BR2, will be

available for planting this year. Information on how to obtain the seed, and

planting instructions, will be given at the meeting.

Don Chappell, Dona Ana Ounity Extension agent, says the meeting is

scheduled for 7 p.m. Jan. 21 in the Las Cruces Irigh School Science Building.

The county agent will preside.

(MORE)
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Page 2 COTTON VARIETY

Chappell urges farmers and other persons involved in agriculture to

attend the meeting.

The new cotton variety brings a premium price and yield can reach two

and one-balf bales per acre, Chappell says.

The variety has a staple length of one and one-eighth to one and

flve-eighths inches. Fiber strength is high. It is moderately tolerant to

verticillium wilt, races one and two of bacterial blight, and cotton boll

weevils.

Acala I517-BR2 can be successfully picked by machine.

The variety has been developed by Glen S. Staten, cotton breeder at

New Mexico State University.

-30-
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FEATURE STORIES

How They Differ

Feature articles are written with an informal tone. Features often include
background information on why something happened or will happen.

Ask yourself: What arrangement of the information I have will be most

interesting to my readers ? Write it this way =I yoil and your newspaper will have

an acceptable feature story.

If your idea of a feature is of interest to you, it likely is of interest to othets,

too. If, you tell it well.

A feature reports not only the facts, bat the why and the how of them.

Feature stories are usually longer than straight news stories three, four
or in exceptional cases five and.six double-spaced typewritten pages.

You do not need to follow the inverted pyramid style of writing in a feature

story.

You may want to begin your feature with a stzlIc_.:r statement of fact. Another
way is to ask a question with an implied answer. A third method is to appeal directly
to your readers with a statement you kaow touches their interest in themselves or the
human race in general.
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Subjects for Features
Feature stories usually deal with people or animals. They can also deal with

a geographical area. There is usually a touch of the unusual, the unknown, or the

recognized. A feature story can be a success story; it can also be about overcoming

big obstacles to be successful.

Look for people adults or youngsters who are intensely interested in one

area, subject, hobby or the like. Look for people who devote above-average time to

a project, to helping others, or to being successful farmers, ranchers, homemakers,

club leaders and club members.

The answers to what makes a man or woman spend 20 hours a week worldng

with 4-H members are interesting. Most of us are just a little bit envious of people
who find the time to do volunteer work. We want to know how they find the time;

wliAtt prompts them to work without monetary reward?

Overconiing problems which arise in carrying out projects, construction of
exhthits, raising a new crop, or an explanation of some interesting phase of a fair,

make good reading.

Don't make the circumstanew too unpleasant. Your readers lose themselves
in your story characters. People don't lilce to feel themselves in unpleasant situations,

even imaginary.

Just start asking questions of interesting people. Many people enjoy talk-
ing about themselves. rf they have some secrets and you touch on them in your

questioning, they will let you know in a hurry. Change the subject.

Outstantling dairymen, vegetable growers, beef producers, grain growers,
are all possiliilities for features. So are families whose children are all 4-H club
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members. Why? What effect does 4-H have on family life? How did the interest
originate? The questions bring interesting answers.

A general review of agriculture in your county deserves a feature story.
What Importance does agriculture play in the county? Is there room for more agriz-
cultural development? What part does the weather play ? How about average costs
of production? What are the problems and costs in drilling a water well? What are
the prospects for young people In agriculture in your comity? What does agriculture
mean to the car dealer, the clothing merchant, the grocery store?

Features put more stress on basic appeals, such as hea/th, profits, an Increase
in knowledge, greater happiness, more attractiveness, less effort or time.

Enthusiasm and interest may be the same thing in some cases, bat not In others.
Look for expressed enthusiasm, An Important trait to look for in seeking an individual
as a subject for a feature story is the ability to talk. A talkative person wfil virtually
write your feature story-for you.

The time element in a feature is not as critical as in a straight news story.
Features usually can be used at least sometime during a season. Some features lend
themselves to use one or more years after they are wzitten.

Good feature stories can entertain and teach, amuse and educate.

There are several types of good &attire stories historical, scientific,
how-to-do-it, personality sketches, success stories.

Historical comparisons make good features compare weather records,
crop production, food processing methods, agricultural development in the county.
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Use an outstanding personality to weave in how he achieved a better life through

adoption of Extension-recommended practices.

As in a straight news story, you need to determine who you are writing your

feature Scr, and for what purpose.

The Beginning and the Ending

The importance of your first paragraph in a feature is just as important as

it is in straight news stories.

You must get your readers interested enough in what is to come so they will

continue with your ardcle. The first sentences will create or lose that interest.

A good ending, dramatic, a surprise, posing a question, or some other method,
helps the reader feel that he has read something besides just another straight news

story. Save some interesting quote, an interesting happenirg, a prediction, or an

unusual climax, for the ending.

Try to have your ending in mind when you begin a feature. You can't always

do this, but you will feel safer and your feature will be better if you write toward

an already-eemblished ending.

Suggest Features to Reporters
Newspaper reporters are on the lookout for interesting stories. If you don't

have the time to prepare a feature yottrself, and you see some good possbililies,
suggest them to your newspaper contact. Perhaps he has the time to gather the
necessary information.

If you can manage, go with your reporter and help guide him when he needs

it. Note the kind of questions he asks. Then look at the finished product. It will help
you in the future.
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WRITING COLUMNS

Make It Brief, Personal
Don't lift your elbows off the fence when you write a personal column for your

newspaper. Write it just the way you would spend three or four minutes telling your
neighbor what happened last week.

In. three or four minutes, you won't have the clin nee to tell your neighbor all the
many details. Your talk won't dwell on anything for any length of time. You will htt
the high spots.

Like a short talk over the back fence, your co unm won't be able to describe
every detail. The column will whet your readers* ap tes so they will ask yoki Sor

.-nore information.

Each of your coluxans should include several topics. If you write about only
one or two topics in each columi s. you will lose many readers. Then, when you do
eventhally write something of interest to them, they will be out of the habit of reading
your column and will miss it entirely.

Write no more than two pages of typed, double-spaced copy for each column.

Gathering Information
You. can gather more information during a week than you can possibly use in

your column.
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Make yourself an idea file. Make notes about the good ideas people are

putting to use; good jobs they are doing; honors they receive; comments they make;

meetings they attend. Make yourself notes on upcoming meetings; research results;
ideas which are increasing income or making life more pleasant.

Donn rely on your memory. Jot down what is said, either at the time or as
soon as you can after you hear it. Unless you plan to quote a person, just write down
enough words .to jog your memory on what you will want to say.

If you plan to quote, take down exactly what is said not just the essence of

it.

Your own reading is a good source of column material. Clip out items you

feel will interest .)thers. When you write your column, word it as if you are telling
someone what you have read.

Your opinion of what people are doing and writing in the agricultural field can

be expressed in your column. Opinion is not tolerated in news stories, but most editoi

permit it in personal columns.

It doesnTt hurt to ask county staff members for tips on cohimn material.

Judge Your Material
Judge the material for your column before you write it. Do you have a purpose

in putting the item in your column? If not, don't do it.

If leaving out a pooz column item means a little shorter column for the week,
that's better than boring your leaders. Besides, colmnns should vary in length to
some degree. Most editors, however, prefer that you farnish about the same length
of column each week so they will know about how much space to allot.
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Write About People
The most interestag writing to people is about people. There is nothing

more important to a reader than himself. After that, his interest widens to include
his circle of friends. Combine the two, people and self interest, and you can't go

wrong in selecting colurim topics.

If you see something funny or unusual, write about it. But don't rim the risk
of offending some to create humor for others.

Write about George, Virginia,_ Ricardo, Tom. Don't write about the farmer,
the farmer's wife, the seed salesman or the ginner. Keep it personal. Write about

George's hogs, not the producer's hogs.

Use personal references such as you, I, yours, his, ours, my, we.

Meet Diqadlines
You must write your column regularly and get it to your newspaper at an

agreed-upon time. The newspaper won't tolerate late columns for long.

Your editor will usually insist that you write regularly, usually weekly, if
you are going to label your effort a column.

Columns, including those by the newspaper staff, are almost always set in
type one, two or more days in advance of the day they are published. This is done to
pnrmit economical operatic - of the paper's mechanical department.

Read It Aloud
Reading your column aloud helps find words that don't sound like you. If you

can't pronounce thero_, chances are you don't use the words veiy often. Find a more

farnilinv substitute if you can.
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Column Headings
Discuss a column heading with your editor. He may want to create one himself.

He may, however, want you to furnish one, in one or more column widths. If se4,

ask him about the use of your picture. Some papers have a rule against it. Other-
wise, it's a good idea.

Ask help in developing column headings from the NMSU Department of Agri-
cultural Information. The Department's artist can add a creative touch to your ideas

on a column name.

Appearance
Make sure your column name and your name are at the top of the first page.

The column name, along with the page number, should go at top of succeeding

pages.

(MORE) should go at the bottom of pages which don't end your column.

Place -- 30 at the end of your column.

Divide topics in your column in some manner, such as thro.e dashes ,
centered in the page; capitalizing the first two or three words in the first sentence of
the new topic, NOW IS the time.. ; asterisks *** centered on the page; or in some
other fashion. Your editor may have some ideas or a style the newspaper follows.



NEWSPAPER EDITORIA IS

Don't Write Them
Newspaper editorials provide another opportunity to get information in print.

But don't write an. editorial for an editor.

Write down your facts and talk to your newspaper contact about the possibility

of an editorial.

Editors usually write their own editorials. The opinions expressed are those
of the editor, publisher and ownership.

Offer Suggestions
There is nothing wrong, however, with suggesting the subject for an editorial

and with furnishing facts upon which to base comment. Just make sure your facts are
correct. Otherwise, they will come back to haunt you..

Many papers publish editorials on controversial as well as non-contraversial
topics. Let someone else suggest the controversial subjects.

Newspapers will usually welcome information from you, though, on observance
of National 4-H Week, National Garden Month, recognition of an outstanding farmer,
homemaker or farm organization, and a long list of other subjects which will help
you place agriculture in a favorable light.

Do your best to supply answers to the WM questions in providing facts for
editorial comment.
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EDITING

Read It Carefully
After you have written the article, look for flaws. You may find it easier to

read your story several times, looking for a different type of error at each reading.

In submitting an article to your newspaper, you have the responsibility of

making sure your facts are correct. You must present your facts carefully and

correctly. Otherwise you may mislead your readers.

Make sure you have used proper, but not difficult, language. You are an expert.
As such, you are respected for your professional op4'lion until you leave room for
doubt. Print& words in newspapers are permanent. Make sure you use them
correctly.

Never abbreviate when there may be a question about what you mean. Use
initials (NMSU) only after the full name (New Meidco State University) has already

appeared in your story.

Edit carefully.

Check Spelling
Check spelling and doubtful word meanings in your dictionary. cametimes,

the dictionary will help with capitalization. The style of your newspaper should apply
in all eases. It often differs from the dictionary.
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Make sure names are spelled correctly.

Check km grammar and punctuation.

Clarity, Meaning, Simplicity
Check for clarity, meaning and simplicity. Keep in mind that you are writ-

ing to an average reader, not anotbsr county agent.

Check the arrangement of your story. Do the parts follow in logical order?
If not, cut the paragraphs apart and fit them together again. A glue pot is abig

help.

Logical arrangement helps your reader understand.

Try to keep your tenses the same. You may find this difficult in the begin-
ning, but looking for this error in your writing and making the necessary corrections
as you edit will help you use the correct tenses in the future.

As you edit, substitute short words for the long ones when possible. Long
words with several syllables sound a warning of prefixes and suffixes strikes
against easy and comfortable reading.

You may avoid embarrassment by carefully re-reading your typed article
before it leaves your office.
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COPY MARKS

These marks are commonly used by copy editors in editing yourarticles.
Your articles should be free of these marks when you submit them to the newspaper.
However, you may find the marks helpful in correcting your rough drafts.

L AS CRUCES Expand and con-

solid_a_)te.
Expand and 41 :e consolidate a-

again. That's ifrOne provend.r:a
wayFiil Asia solid, rapidly
growing sixty year-old pro-
gram. @boys and girls were
enrolled in uj in 1944, so
agents in Clayton, (sTew Mexico-D

came up withaways to
help Dorman c. brookey build= T.

a lop-)(otch program. Here is
the wThy giey went about it.

They use+pecial-interesipro-
grams, coupled a good,

.3By JOHN M. WHITEE
By NEIL STUEVEN

Angel Gomez:
eoribio Apodaca

.DiTiny Faye Jones
cs.

r members/1970. Now
.YNow is Virgituag time to be

-/-%larownn assistant ager4elp-
Expands You beta
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paragraph
no paragraph
delete
another way to delete

trarspose
use figures
spell out
spell out
abbreviate

use figures
capitalize
lower case
join together
separate words
retain after strllring out
center
bold faz.e type

ilush right
flush left
indent
add words or letters
insert quotes, apostrophe
insert commas
insert periods



PHOTOGRAPHY

Newspaners are selective about photos, especially those offered from out-

side sources. The photo should preferably contain an unusual feature something

which will interest a large number of people.

Don't tell your editor how large to print a picture in his paper. He will de-

cide that.

Supplying Photographs
Photographs help tell your story. Your chances of getting a photo published

with your article are better if you supply the picture. However, a newspaper photog-

rapher will sometinies take the picture for you if he has the time and your proposed

photo has merit. Ask and see. If a newspaper photographer shows up, remember

that he is a guest at any dinners or luncheons involve&

Many times you won't be able to arrange for a newspaper photographer.

You or another Extension staff member can take the photo, arranging with the

newspaper to have the negstives developed and a print made to accompany your story.

Don't be afraid of using an entire roll of black and white film to get one photo

placed in the newspaper. It will be well worth it, and usually the negatives can be

returned to you for posskle additional uses.

Polaroid Prints
A number of newspapers can use Polaroid prints, and more papers are ac-

cepting them each year. The major key to using the Polaroid print is the type of
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printing process your newspaper ucss.

With exceptions, newspapers printing with the "offset" reproduction method

will accept Polaroid photos because they can use them easily. Newspapers printing

witb the "letterpress" reproduction method may have to turn the Polaroid print down

because of the difficulty they have in using it.

It is important that you know whether your paper is "offset" or "letterpress."

Some editors don't care for the Polaroid photo because of the poor quality of

some of the prints the lack of distinction between darks and whites. With the

right Polaroid camera and Mm, however, it is possthle to produce a quality photo

acceptable to many "offset" and a fetir "letterpress" newspaper editors.

If your paper wfil accept Polaroid photos, this may be the route to colider
in buying a camera. The speed in produedng a Polaroid print is a big advantage.

In using a Polaroid camera, make sure -7ou fill your picture with the subjetvcs

of your photographic effort. In. other words, get close to take your picture.

Don't stand 25 feet away and expect to get a satisfactory photo. If you do,

you will get too much area on either side, top and bottom, that is unimportant.

Conventional Photography
Both "offset" and "letterpress" newspapers can make use of the conventional

photograph. However, unless you have access to a dark:room, there are limitations

to what you can do with conventional film in producing photos for newspapers.

It does take time to get film processed and prints made by commercial es-
tablishments. Sometimes this time lag will prevent use of the photos by the news-

paper.
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One way to speed the process is to have your film processed commercially

and make arrangements with your newspaper to have them produce a photo from tho

negative. In this manner the newspaper can produce the exact size of photo it needs.

But check with your ne3spaper before you count on this.

You may be required to have the film developed and small prints made

commercially before you choose photos to accompany your story. Then, you will

need to order the size of prints your newspaper needs. This takes time and requires

that you plan ahead for stories with which you hope to furnish photos.

Photo Size
Many papers have a deanite size of picture they want for producing one, two,

three or four column-wide photos. The 'bffset" newspaper may not be as strict on

size as the "letterpress" paper.

lf, however, you are having a photo made commercially which you hope to

use in a newspaper, you need to know how wide the picture should be to fit your news-

paper's co:di-mm.3. Then, have the photo printed that size.

Mark the portions of the photo you want reproduced on your small photo before

returning it and the negative to a commercial photo processor. The processor can

print only your cropped photo on the large, glossy print for the newspaper.

Don't send colored or rough-surfaced photos to newspapers.

If you must guess at the size of a photo for use in a newspaper, a 5X7" photo,

either horizontal or vertical, seems to work best. The print with the subjects runnirg

horizontally will generally be all right for a three-column newspaper photo. The print
with the subjects runnizg veridcally will generally produce a two-coluran newspaper

photo.
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You Need Action
Have the people in your picture doing something besides looking at the camera.

And don't try to crowd an entire club membership into one picture. Limit the number

of people to four or ffve, fewer if possible.

When you have an animal or an agricultural product, get a person in the photo,

too, preferably the producer or owner.

An outstanding orchard or field of cotton is worthy of photographing, but make

sure you get the producer in the picture looking at the result of bis efforts.

It is better if the producer is looking at only one, two or three plants,

rather than to place him in the middle of a large field and have his identity lost in the

distance.

Watch the background in your picture. It shouldn't be so busy as to distract

from what you are trying to show.

Cut lines
Providing a cutline, caption or legend for every photo you offer a newspaper

is also your ja.,. Cut lines, captions and legends may all refer to the same thing --

the explanator:,- material beneath the photo as it appears in the newspaper. Further

reference here will be to a cutline.

The style used km ratlines varies among newspapers. Some papers allow

relatively long cutlines while others use only one or two sentences. You should be

guided by the style of your own newspaper. Most newspapers want people in photos

identified, always from the left.

Don't fasten your typed, double-spaced cutline to your photo with a paper clip.

The clip can damage the pNoto. Leave the cutline and photo detached, or attach the

cutline to the back of the picture with a piece of Scotch tape.


